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Ron Bernstein opened the meeting with a quorum of the council present. Jaime Kolln asked if the June 
minutes have been reviewed.  Ken Wacks noted that he had sent edits regarding his liaison report which 
have been made. Ron Bernstein said he had sent comments but no changes. The group agreed that the 
minutes were ready to approve. Ron Bernstein asked for a motion.  David Forfia gave the motion to 
approve the minutes as amended and Ron Ambrosio seconded the motion. The minutes were approved 
by a vote of the Council. 
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Jaime reviewed the list of relevant upcoming conferences. 

Both Ron A. and Farrokh Rahimi will be at the IEEE PES meeting in Orlando this month. Jaime is planning 
to meet up with them during the conference.  

Jaime is planning to set up a time to meet with Ahlmahz at the Grid Edge in Skamania, Washington. 

Aaron Snyder noted that he is not going to T&D World. He will be on travel at that time. 

Action: remove Aaron from the T&D World list. 

Ron Bernstein said is not planning to attend AHR 2024. He had attended 15 years in a row.  

Jaime wondered if GWAC should have a meeting at DistribuTech this year since it’s not a conflict with 
AHR.   

Acton: Ron B. will attend AHR committee meetings virtually.  

Ron M. said from experience that holding a meeting during DistribuTech is quite difficult. 

He suggested trying have a side meeting at IEEE ISGT North America or T&D Expo for a GWAC F2F 
instead. 

The group considered future face to face meetings.  
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Ron B. noted that David Forfia had offered to host the group in April 2024. David noted that there will be 
a solar eclipse at that time and the hotels are already booked so that date has a conflict. The eclipse 
date is April 8, 2024, so that date may not work very well. 

Jaime, Ron B., and Ron M. will discuss offline along with a couple other details. 

Action: Jaime to schedule a meeting in the week after IEEE PES GM. 

 

Jaime has invited James Mater to give a presentation to GWAC next month on transportation,  
electricity, and interoperability and on ways GWAC can contribute perhaps with the decision maker’s 
checklist.  

Future months are open; more speakers are needed.  Please send your speaker ideas to Jaime, Ron B., 
and Susie McGuire. 

Action: GWAC send ideas for speakers to Jaime Kolln, Ron Bernstein, and Susie McGuire. 

We will set up arrangements with speaker candidates including some background on what the Council 
has been working on.  

Ron B. suggested speakers from eMerge Alliance and Sunspec Alliance.  

Jaime mentioned that some bad links are being noted and edited on the GWAC website.  And the GWAC 
AHR videos will be posted soon. Some are still coming in. 
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Jaime added that GWAC speaker presentations can be added to the GWAC website. He asked Jeremy 
Roberts if some of his slides from today’s talk would be able to be posted after today’s meeting.  Jeremy 
agreed to send something for posting. 

Jaime noted that there had been a discussion at the Fall 2021 face to face meeting about revising the 
GWAC Mission and Vision statements.  He had attended that meeting.  He has a summary from the 
meeting and has been reviewing it. He suggested having a side meeting to review these again and 
discuss updates to the wording and future direction such as how we are now embracing electrification, 
decarbonization goals and so on. 

Ron B. said he remembers that the group had been very engaged in the discussion and he said he is 
supportive of taking a look at the topic again.  

Ahlmahz had suggested a refresh of the mission and vision a couple years ago, but it just was never 
completed. Several agreed to join the effort. 

Jaime would like to organize a small team to take on the refresh of the GWAC Mission and Vision. 

Jaime asked for names of those who would like to join in a discussion meeting about it. Ron B.,  Lorenzo, 
Ron A., Rahul, and David all asked to be a part of it. Jaime asked that anyone interested in participating 
please let him know. 

Action: Jaime will schedule a meeting to discuss the mission/vision refresh with those who are 
interested. 

Ron B. asked about the AHR Expo talks – Jaime said he and Ron A still need to do their recordings. 

Going forward Jaime will put all the GWAC presentations onto the new GWAC slide template. 

Ron B. would like to create one continuous presentation from all the separate files from the GWAC 
panel at the AHR Expo. 

Jaime asked if all the videos are in the same format and Ron B. said that if not, he will reformat them. 

Jaime, Kay Aikin, and Ron Ambrosio are in progress on their video presentations. Ron B. said it would be 
good to get them posted in the next month. 

Leonard Tillman said Ron B. had already converted his presentation to an MP4. It’s on the Teams site. 

Ron B. brought up the subject of the recording GWAC presentations for posting to the GWAC website. 

Ron M. said that GWAC has done that in the past.  We get the speakers permission first, and then make 
the talk available to those who request it. 

Ron B. suggested adding a short, thirty second introduction to the presentations. 
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Jaime asked about the Q&A and Ron B. said he recommends holding all questions to the end and then 
NOT including that content in what is posted to avoid needing more permissions.  

Ken Wacks said with Grid Edge he finds that most companies are not willing to allow recordings of their 
speakers because it creates adds extra steps to the review and approval process. 

Ron B. agreed that both the speaker and their company should have to give approval.  He added that he 
tries to avoid lots of questions during a presentation that is being recorded for this reason.  If the Q&A 
comes after the talk then you don’t have to get extra releases from every person who asked a question. 

Ron Bernstein noted that Roseanne Jones with IEEE has asked if GWAC will be putting on a meeting this 
year.  

Jaime said we are waiting to hear back from RE+ to see if they will be willing to work with GWAC and 
possibly with IEEE as a technical partner also.  

Ron B. noted that he wants to reply to Roseanne soon, please copy him on any response from RE+.   

Action: Jaime to copy Ron B. on any reply from RE+ about TESC24. 

Ron C. said in coordinating between groups, IEEE may not be part of the RE+ meeting. He said another 
pairing that might well is SEPA and RE+.  Jaime said he does know that RE+ has worked with IEEE in the 
past – it could still be an option to partner with both. 

Ron M. said that unfortunately IEEE has had high profit expectations and PES is also reconsidering what 
conferences they will host. But the work group on smart systems and loads would still be able to be 
involved and GWAC could ask IEEE to be a technical co-sponsor with no financial 
obligations.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
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Ron B. asked Aaron about a list of hotels in the Knoxville area. 

Aaron said EnerNex is working on a list of hotels located near EnerNex. 
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Ron M. said if we partner with IEEE and if we have papers the papers would be able to be posted in 
Explore and the Resource center for PPTS. Maybe SEPA has some sort of similar option to where we may 
or may not need IEEE. 

Jaime asked that anyone who plans to attend the F2F in Knoxville who hasn’t yet responded to please do 
so now.  GWAC will send the RSVPs to Aaron Snyder regarding the EPRI tour on Oct. 3 

 

 

Jaime Kolln introduced today’s speaker, Jeremy Roberts with Green Button Alliance. 
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Jeremy gave a brief history of Green Button.  

He explained the definitions of Connect My Data, CMD and Download My Data, DMD.  
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Jeremy Roberts said if anyone would like to know more to please feel free to reach out to him directly. 
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Ron B. thanked Jeremy for the great presentation and welcomed his participation as a liaison for future 
meetings. Jeremy will make his slide deck available to the membership. 
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GWAC Work Products Status 

Seemita was not on the call, but her paper has been submitted to a PNNL editor. Seemita has reviewed 
the feedback from the GWAC. 

Ron Cunningham is still working through comments from the PNNL editor.   

Lorenzo Kristov has been working on the Grid Architecture for Regulators paper.  He doesn’t have 
anything new to share but he is moving forward with the idea of it being a living document that will 
expand as new contributions are submitted. 

David Katz offered to provide a review of the draft with regard to the Ontario Canada content.  

Lorenzo will write up the Ontario piece based on his experience, but he welcomed input from David Katz 
on this section. 
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Ron Bernstein attended ASHRAE in Tampa, FL recently and had dinner with Ron Ambrosio.  He gave two 
presentations; one was on interoperability, data sets and semantic information modeling. The other was 
on building specifications. Both are being reformatted so that he can share them publicly. 

ASHRAE - Ron Bernstein. Ron said he often reviews postings such as DOE funding opportunities. He saw 
one this morning on heat pumps. He will put something into the chat.  He sees an increase coming in US 
productivity of heat pumps and more equity incentives to move away from natural gas to electric heat 
pumps. He will send the information to anyone interested. More proposal reviewers are needed. 

Marc Costa said he was interested in the opportunity to do reviews. 

ISO/IEC Ken Wacks. ISO/IEC is preparing for the annual meeting in Berlin, Germany in October. They 
currently have the energy framework standard out for comment by member nations. Ken is the project 
lead on that. 

Ken noted they are getting the gateway cybersecurity standard ready for a vote.  

He said they also have about half a dozen additional standards in various stages of development. 
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Ken Wacks also report that the Interstate Renewable Energy Council, (IREC), Customer Grid Edge 
Committee that he chairs meets about every two weeks.  Most meetings have a featured speaker. 
This Friday the featured speaker is the CEO of a company in the United Kingdom called Ionate and 
their topic is Innovative Hybrid Intelligent Transformers.  The title is, “Data Visibility and Real Time 
Power Flow Control Enabling the Customer Side DER Transition.” There is no charge to attend. 
Contact Ken if you are interested in attending. 

SEPA - Aaron Smallwood: Aaron reminded everyone of the upcoming RE+ conference in a few weeks. 
They are expecting attendance to be even higher than last year. 

He provided links to recently published papers that may be of interest. 

 

• Utility Carbon Reduction Strategies; https://sepapower.org/resource/utility-carbon-reduction-
strategies/ 
 

• Exploring DC fast charging load profiles: Implications for Utilities, Operators, and Regulators – 
https://sepapower.org/resource/exploring-dc-fast-charging-load-profiles-implications-for-
utilities-operators-and-regulators/ 
 

• FERC 2222 Cyber-Resilience Stakeholder Briefing Summary; A summary of a yearlong 
stakeholder discussion about FERC 2222 implications related to cyber resilience. 
https://sepapower.org/resource/ferc-2222-cyber-resilience-stakeholder-briefing-summary/ 
 

 
 

https://sepapower.org/resource/utility-carbon-reduction-strategies/
https://sepapower.org/resource/utility-carbon-reduction-strategies/
https://sepapower.org/resource/exploring-dc-fast-charging-load-profiles-implications-for-utilities-operators-and-regulators/
https://sepapower.org/resource/exploring-dc-fast-charging-load-profiles-implications-for-utilities-operators-and-regulators/
https://sepapower.org/resource/ferc-2222-cyber-resilience-stakeholder-briefing-summary/
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https://www.theverge.com/23751315/smart-home-energy-microgrid-efficiency-independent 
 

Jeff Morris provided a link to the NARUC meeting Nov. 12 – 15, 2023. It will be held at LaQuinta, CA. The 
location is about 40 minutes from a Connected Communities grant location site.  A tour is in the 
planning stages for people interested in seeing this community and hearing more about it.  He gave a 
link to more on the site.  Some recommendations have been developed from this study for regulators on 
data sharing and privacy. 

Marc Costa is working with the International Energy Agency (IEC). They have a Global Observatory on 
peer-to-peer networks.  They are compiling and launching case studies of transactive energy pilots, and 
they are collecting data. They will add narratives and develop it as a journal article.  His team is currently 
working with Hayden Reeve and another person at PNNL. They are hoping to get a couple of US 
stakeholders included on an international case study.  

He also shared that it will be focused on high performance buildings. The Energy Coalition is signing on 
with the U.N. to be a part of this.  Kay Aikin may have some involvement.  The initiative is just getting 
started. 

 

 

 

 

Rahul Bahadur gave a link to a recent press release by VMWare and the NSF highlighting their 
partnership to fund a few projects on sustainable digital infrastructure:  

https://www.theverge.com/23751315/smart-home-energy-microgrid-efficiency-independent
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https://news.vmware.com/sustainability/national-science-foundation-sustainable-infrastructure 

Rahul Bahadur also provided a link to Peninsula Clean Energy Community Programs; 
https://www.peninsulacleanenergy.com/community-programs/ 

Jaime or Ron B. will talk with Jeremy Roberts about the possibility of posting today’s video.  

Ron Bernstein adjourned the meeting at 11:52 am. 

 

 

https://news.vmware.com/sustainability/national-science-foundation-sustainable-infrastructure
https://www.peninsulacleanenergy.com/community-programs/
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